See the royal treasures of the Russian tsars;
Visit the “Eighth wonder of the world” – the fairy tale Wooden Palace;
Dress like the Tsar for a cool photo shot;
Make you own Russian handcraft souvenir – a traditional Russian doll or a clay toy;
Find out where the greatest legendary treasure of Ivan the Terrible is most probably hidden;
Walk in a ravine where a time portal opens once in a while;
See magic stones left from the pagan shrines and springs with waters of death and life;
Enjoy a luxury dinner and views of the Kremlin by night during a Moscow river cruise.
**************************************************************************************************
Are you curious to see the legendary treasures of the Russian Tsars? Come with us to the most protected area of Moscow’s
Kremlin and admire the astonishing imperial jewels and regalia. The massive diamonds, emeralds and rubies decorating the
royal regalia is evidence of the former wealth of the Russian Royal court. It is one of the world’s top five Royal Treasure
Houses. Does size come first? Yes, at least for Russian Rulers! See the evidence - the two strangest monuments, the Tsar
Bell and the Tsar Cannon. Enormous in size, but they don’t work!
What’s next? “The eighth wonder of the world” (at least according to the 17 th century ranking). We invite you to a fairy tale
– the Tsar’s Wooden Palace, to see the way the tsar and his family lived and enjoyed life. What about a cool photo with you
are dressed like the Russian Tsar according to 17th century fashion? Would you like to make a traditional Russian doll or
colorful clay toy? It’s fun to make and a great souvenir to bring home.

Later we reveal other secrets and mystical wonders. What do the Egyptian pyramids and a church built to commemorate
the birth of Ivan the Terrible have in common? Where his greatest legendary treasure - the Byzantine Library is most probably
hidden? Where does the time portal open? See magic stones left from the pagan shrines and springs with waters of death
and life (yes, you can drink it).
To end this day full of legends, treasures and wonders, we invite you to a special Russian dinner on board a luxury cruise
following the ancient river ways used by the Russian tsars to admire breathtaking views of the Kremlin and Moscow by night.

